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welcome
WELCOME TO THE AUTUMN EDITION OF PULSE. AS THE WEATHER BEGINS TO
COOL DOWN, THINGS ARE HEATING UP ON THE BUSINESS AND POLITICAL
FRONTS. WITH WHAT APPEARS TO BE A REVOLVING DOOR AT PARLIAMENT
HOUSE, THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT IS BLIGHTED BY CITIZENSHIP ISSUES AND
MOST RECENTLY, PERSONAL ISSUES WHICH APPEAR TO BE TAKING THE FOCUS
AWAY FROM BUSINESS AS USUAL.
This hasn’t stopped the business world in Australia, where market commentators are cautiously
optimistic for business prosperity in 2018. With business investment improving, we’ve seen a rise
in M&A activity in the Hunter region. PKF has long been known for its prowess in this area and
we’ve further expanded our Corporate Finance business offering to the Hunter region. From our
Newcastle West office, Andrew Beattie and Simon Rutherford will be helping our clients through
mergers and acquisitions, accessing equity and debt capital as well as advising on divestments and
valuation matters. We’re very proud of the team and what they’ve achieved so far and look forward
to helping the region expand by bringing our international deals expertise to the Hunter.
With Australia becoming a hotbed for start-ups, entrepreneurships and innovation, the question
on many people’s lips has been about investments. With technology moving at an amazing rate,
the impact of Bitcoin and its value is the talk of the town with even the Australian Tax Office (ATO)
paying attention and scrutinising this new currency for compliance. Despite the popularity of the
cryptocurrency and the current buzz around it, investing in it is still high risk with lots of ups and
downs.
A steady consistent, has been the PKF Aussie BBQ which we held earlier this year marking
Australia Day and celebrating the fantastic country we live in which exudes opportunity and
acceptance. Our Sydney team welcomed clients, friends and colleagues to The Porter where we
spent time reconnecting and making new connections whilst indulging in oysters, canapes and
some fantastic wines and beers. In Newcastle, our team were treated to a more traditional Aussie
BBQ with our multi-talented IT team cooking up a storm on the barbie!
We’re now in the Chinese Year of the Dog which is symbolic of letting go and welcoming new
beginnings. Red is the colour used during Chinese New Year which, in Chinese culture, is said to
bring happiness, good fortune, longevity and wealth. In keeping with that theme, PKF is hosting
Keith Abraham, renowned international speaker at the Your Tomorrow Today event in Newcastle
which is all about goal setting and ensuring business owners are in control of their lives (rather than
the business being in control) and are living the life they want to live. For more information, speak to
your PKF adviser.
Though the start to the new year has been good for PKF, the end of last year was tinged with
sadness when we lost a valued member of our team. Mark Lonnon suddenly passed away in
December last year at the young age of 30. It has rocked us all. Mark was a fine young man with
great potential, in the prime of his life and a person well regarded and loved by many. We remember
him fondly.
Thank you for your ongoing support and the opportunity to support and work with you on your
journey. Stay safe and look after yourself this 2018.

Poor Data Quality – Impediment
or Opportunity?

Investing Versus Speculating

Take Five with...

Simon Thorn
Business Recovery
& Insolvency Partner, PKF

Tax Diary

Steve Meyn
Managing Director

If you buy an asset to use for business purposes and it costs less
than $20,000, you can immediately deduct the business portion
of the cost in your tax return.
Partner I Iain Spittal

TAXATION

Utilising the $20,000
Instant Asset Write-Off
THE SMALL BUSINESS WRITE-OFF THRESHOLD OF
$20,000 HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO 30 JUNE 2018 AND
IS AVAILABLE TO ALL SMALL BUSINESSES WITH AN
AGGREGATED TURNOVER OF LESS THAN $10 MILLION.
AFTER 30 JUNE 2018, THE THRESHOLD WILL REDUCE
TO $1,000.
If you have business expenses which you are thinking about
delaying until the new financial year, now might be a good
time to reconsider so that you can accelerate the potential tax
deduction.

How this works
You buy a new computer for $6,800 that you use 80% of the
time for business purposes and 20% of the time for personal
purposes. You also buy a second-hand printer for $700
which you use 100% of the time for business purposes.
For the computer, you would calculate your instant asset
write-off as 80% (the business use proportion) of $6,800,
so you would claim $5,440. For the printer, you would claim
the entire cost of $700.

IMPORTANT THINGS TO NOTE

The $20,000 Instant Asset Write-Off Explained
If you buy an asset to use for business purposes and it costs
less than $20,000, you can immediately deduct the business
portion of the cost in your tax return.
This deduction is available for each asset that costs less
than $20,000. However, it is important to note that the cost
of an asset includes both the amount you paid for it and any
additional amounts you spent on transporting and installing it.
When calculating the value of the asset, if you are registered
for GST, you must exclude the GST amount you paid for the
asset (i.e. the asset must have an installed value of $20,000
or less (GST exclusive)).
If you are not registered for GST, you must include the GST
amount you paid for the asset (i.e. the asset must have an
installed value of $20,000 or less (GST inclusive)).

• There is no limit to how many assets you can claim the
deduction for. However, the installed value for each asset
must be less than $20,000.
• If you later sell the asset for which you claimed an
instant asset write-off, you include the taxable purpose
proportion of the amount you received for the asset in your
assessable income.
• If you choose to stop using the simplified depreciation rules
or become ineligible to use them, you must use the general
depreciation rules. However, any assets in your small
business pool will continue to be depreciated in the pool.

Contact PKF to discuss how you may be able to best
utilise the instant asset write off before the end of the
financial year.

Included Assets

Excluded Assets

Assets that cost less than $20,000

Assets that cost $20,000 or more

Assets that are used for business purposes

Capital Works

‘Physical’ assets – e.g. computers, phones, vehicles,
tools etc.

Assets that are (or are expected to be) leased out for more than
50% of the time on a depreciating asset lease

New or second-hand assets

Assets you already allocated to a low-value pool

Some business website costs

Horticultural plants – e.g. grapevines
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Adopting the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
regulations should not be seen as a compliance headache, but as a
chance to mitigate the risk of doing business with inappropriate parties,
and to protect your organisation’s reputation.
AUDIT & ASSURANCE

Scott Tobutt I Partner

Time to Get Serious About
Dirty Money
THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT IS TURNING THE
SCREW ON CRIMINALS AND THE MOVEMENT OF DIRTY
MONEY, BY STEPPING UP ITS LEVEL OF REGULATION
OVER ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND COUNTERTERRORISM FINANCING (AML/CTF).

be made around how an AML/CTF program would be
established and maintained.

Australia has fallen behind the rest of the world in terms of the
level of regulation around AML/CTF, becoming an easy target
for global criminals.

By planning earlier, this will ensure that implementation is
smooth and effective.

Locally we have seen significant shortfalls, such as CBA and
Tabcorp, which have brought heavy publicity and tarnishing of
reputations.
The regulator of AML/CTF, AUSTRAC, has received significant
additional funding to not only scrutinise more closely those
organisations that are currently regulated by AML/CTF, such
as financial services and gambling businesses, but to also
encompass an additional Tranche of entities.
Tranche 2 is expected to be implemented later in the year, and
suddenly whole new sectors will have obligations under the
AML/CTF Act 2006, including lawyers, accountants and the
real estate industry – seen as the “gate keepers” to Australian
business and high value assets.

PKF Recommendations:
Current Reporting Entities
As can be seen recently in the media, not only are AUSTRAC
raising their level of surveillance, but the repercussions for
failings are becoming greater, not only in monetary terms
but also the adverse impact on brand. There is also the time
and cost associated with the investigations and remediation
processes.
Therefore, we recommend that Reporting Entities are on the
front foot and are being proactive. Those in scope need to
internally assess their compliance with all aspects of the AML/
CTF Act and regulations, and ensure they have sufficient
systems and appropriately qualified resources, and ongoing
education and training. A robust independent review or use of
external experts would also challenge and improve standards.
Tranche 2 Entities

pkf.com.au I
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The rolling out of AML/CTF regulations to Designated NonFinancial Businesses and Professions (DNFBPs) will impact an
estimated 100,000 plus entities in the accounting, law, trust
service and real estate professions.
We recommend initially gaining an understanding of the
potential impact of the AML/CTF rules and regulations on
your business, and the proposed compliance and reporting
procedures under this legislation. Consideration should then

The key areas to consider and focus on are your customer
due diligence processes, also known as Know Your
Customer (KYC), and transaction monitoring and reporting.

Adopting the AML/CTF regulations should not be seen as a
compliance headache, but as a chance to mitigate the risk
of doing business with inappropriate parties, and to protect
your organisation’s reputation.

We can help
In response to the escalation of AML/CTF obligations, PKF
has developed a “one stop shop” service offering for its
network, called PKF AML. This covers all potential AML/CTF
requirements of Current Reporting and Tranche 2 Entities –
from setting up of new systems, provision of templates and
training, through to Independent Reviews, Risk Assessments
and Remediation work.
To discuss further, contact PKF Audit & Assurance in
Newcastle on (02) 4962 2688 or Sydney on
(02) 8346 6000.

The introduction of director identification numbers is a welcome
improvement to Australian business and will improve regulators data
matching abilities in identifying and removing the small number
of directors who do not observe their duties.
Partner I Brad Tonks

BUSINESS RECOVERY & INSOLVENCY

Director Identification
Numbers
THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT IS
TAKING A FURTHER STEP TOWARDS
IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY
OF AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS
AND THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF
DIRECTORS RUNNING BUSINESSES
BY INTRODUCING UNIQUE
IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR
DIRECTORS.
The main purpose of the introduction is
to reduce “phoenix activity” which the
Government estimates is costing the
economy up to $3.2 billion a year. Phoenix
activity is the process of stripping a
company of its assets then liquidating that
entity, leaving creditors with no assets as
a way of recourse, whilst at the same time
creating another entity to which the assets
are transferred for little or no consideration
and then carrying on the same business.
Effectively the new company is taken
to have risen from the ashes of the old
company, hence the term “phoenixing.”
To obtain an identification number, directors
will be required to submit personal
identification documents to the Australian

Securities and Investments Commission
(ASIC). This additional process will assist in
reducing intentional or unintentional errors
in the ASIC register and in correctly
identifying the relevant director.
Although reducing phoenix activity is the
main goal of the director identification
number, there will no doubt be flow on
benefits in relation to accountability and
efficiency through being able to identify and
prosecute director related offences which
undermine Australian businesses.
One area of focus is the underpayment
or non-payment of compulsory
superannuation contributions. Industry
Australia estimated in a 2017 submission to
the Senate Economics Committee that the
annual shortfall of superannuation paid to
employees is $5.6 billion. The Government
has recently released draft superannuation
compliance bills for consultation, which, if
implemented could see employers who fail
to pay superannuation entitlements subject
to financial penalties and up to 12 months’
imprisonment. The director identification
number will be a useful tool to regulators in

identifying and tracking employers and their
respective directors associated with this
type of misconduct.
The introduction of director identification
numbers is a welcome improvement
to Australian business and will improve
regulators data matching abilities in
identifying and removing the small
number of directors who do not observe
their duties. The intended impact of the
introduction is to improve the efficiency
and accountability of Australian business.
If you or one of your clients are uncertain
about the new changes and what
impact they have, it may be time to seek
professional assistance. PKF are available
to provide expert advice. Remember, the
earlier that professional advice is sought,
the more successful the outcome is likely
to be.
If you are still uncertain, talk to one
of our BRI specialists in Newcastle
on (02) 4962 2688 or Sydney on
(02) 8346 6000.

“Effectively the new
company is taken
to have risen from
the ashes of the
old company, hence
the term “phoenixing.”
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Cryptocurrency is not specifically disallowed as an investment in a
Self-Managed Superannuation Fund (SMSF). If it is to be included as
an investment in an SMSF there are many rules to contend with
to not breach the superannuation laws.
SUPERANNUATION

David Henriksen I Director

Bitcoin: What is it and
Can an SMSF Invest in it?
BITCOIN IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN INVENTED BY AN
UNKNOWN PERSON OR GROUP OF PEOPLE UNDER
THE NAME SATOSHI NAKAMOTO AND RELEASED IN
2009 AS AN OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE WORKING
ON THE BLOCKCHAIN BASIS.
Bitcoin is one of many digital currencies (cryptocurrencies)
and is one of the most publicised cryptocurrencies at this
point in time. It is operated without any central bank or
single administrator and is a peer-to-peer network in which
transactions can take place between users directly.
It is noted however, due to the rise in its popularity there
are many intermediary transaction providers as well, who
facilitate trades to allow the currency to be more readily
traded.
The value of Bitcoin is affected by the global populations
acceptance of it as a store of value and its price is affected
by the supply and demand on the currency. In the past
few months it has seen a significant rise in value and also a
significant drop in value as governments around the world
look to block or regulate its use in their respective countries.
This is due to their inability to control or trace the wealth that
is transacted through it.
Transactions between Bitcoin owners are recorded in a
public distributed ledger called blockchain and are verified
by network nodes through the use of cryptography.
Blockchain works on the concept that each node (a
computer connected to the network) gets a copy of the
ledger of transactions. The nodes then cross check the
ledgers they each have automatically, and data is verified
on the basis of what the nodes all agree back to. If one
node (computer) is corrupted or manipulated to show a
different Bitcoin holding to that of the public ledger the error
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would not be accepted by the wider group of ledgers and
overridden to match the wider groups ledgers. This results
in the community of ledgers not being able to be controlled
or manipulated by one source or one governing body.
Bitcoin is stored in a ‘wallet’ which is a place that has a
record of the private key that allows you to access your
Bitcoin address (which is your public key) and usually it
also provides a visual representation of the number of
Bitcoins you hold. There are many types of wallet options
but in simple terms you can have a wallet on an electronic
device such as a computer or mobile phone (via an App)
which both are usually connected to the internet and are
more vulnerable to hackers. Alternatively, a hardware wallet
can be used in which the wallet is a small device that is
connected to the web to enact bitcoin transactions and
then taken off line again. Hardware wallets need to be
keep safe because if lost, stolen or damaged the Bitcoins
that belong to the private key on the wallet could be lost
permanently.
Cryptocurrency is not specifically disallowed as an
investment in a Self-Managed Superannuation Fund
(SMSF). If it is to be included as an investment in an SMSF
there are many rules to contend with to not breach the
superannuation laws (Superannuation Industry (Supervision)
Act (SIS Act)).
It must be noted that due to the volatility of the Bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies market this type of investment should
be viewed as a speculative high-risk investment and not
a place to store wealth that cannot afford to be lost or
significantly fluctuate in value.
Specifically, an SMSF investor in Bitcoin or other
cryptocurrencies needs to consider the following:
• The ‘sole purpose test’ under the SIS Act

• Separation of Bitcoin investments from other non SMSF
Bitcoin holdings
• SMSF investment strategy covering off on the investment
decision to invest in Bitcoin
• Restrictions on who SMSFs buy Bitcoins from as they
cannot be bought from related parties of the SMSF
• SMSF deed restrictions on what types of investments
an SMSF may hold
• Annual valuation requirements of assets in SMSFs
at market value
The types of documents an SMSF auditor would expect
to sight to evidence compliance by an SMSF of the SIS
Act would include:
• The SMSF investment strategy
• Evidence of Bitcoin Wallet owner such as SMSF minutes/
resolutions and statutory declarations by SMSF trustee
• Bitcoin buy and sell statements supplied by the relevant
sellers/buyers or third-party transaction facilitators
• Bitcoin holding and transaction summary statement
supplied by third party transaction facilitators
• Annual market value details
The SMSF auditor needs to be satisfied that the
evidence they sight supports the following:
• Annual SMSF Bitcoin holdings
• Annual SMSF Bitcoin market value
• SMSF non-related party trading restrictions have been
adhered to
• SMSF arm’s length transaction requirements have been
adhered to
• Separation of the SMSF Bitcoin holdings from other assets
they hold personally or in other entities
• Adherence to the SMSF investment strategy as formulated
by the SMSF trustee

The ATO has started to take an interest in Bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies announcing they will look to review
compliance of the SIS Act in SMSFs investing in these
types of assets. Having heard of and seen SMSF trustees
investing in Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies in ways that do
not adhere to the rules covered in this article this could
become a real problem for many SMSF investors.
SMSFs who trade in Bitcoin would ordinarily, based on
the publicised ATO tax treatment of Bitcoin be taxed
on the gains or losses they make on a capital gains tax

It must be noted that due to the volatility
of the Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies
market this type of investment should
be viewed as a speculative high-risk
investment and not a place to store
wealth that cannot afford to be lost
or significantly fluctuate in value.
basis. Further details on this can be obtained on the ATO’s
website, and each SMSF trustee should seek advice from
their tax agent on the most appropriate tax treatment for
their SMSFs Bitcoin profits or losses based on their SMSFs
circumstances.
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency may be an allowed investment
in an SMSF but it must be stressed that it is a high-risk
asset and due to this should be carefully considered against
alternative investments before risking retirement wealth in
this investment class.
If you have more questions after reading this article
or have an SMSF with Bitcoin or cryptocurrency
investments and want to talk further please contact
PKF on (02) 4962 2688 or email super@pkf.com.au
and one of the team will contact you to assist.

• Adherence to any restrictions imposed through the SMSF
Deed on investments held by the SMSF
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If you want to scale back your hours but retain your business, you’re
going to need to identify, motivate and build up the next leader(s) –
preferably someone who can take the business to a higher level.
BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Chad Russell I Director

What Are You Doing to Engage
the Next Generation of Leaders?
THE BUSINESS LANDSCAPE
IS CONSTANTLY CHANGING
AND SOMETHING I AM SEEING
AT THE MOMENT IS LESS OF A
WILLINGNESS FOR BUSINESS
OWNERS TO SELL UP AND HAVE A
TRADITIONAL RETIREMENT.
My version of retirement is you, are at a
point where you can do whatever you
want, whenever you want to do it. i.e. if
you’re still in business it’s because you
love it and wouldn’t have it any other way.
What I’m seeing is a trend where owners
want to hang on to their business, but
scale back their hours. So why are
business owners hanging around longer?
I’ve seen the following among many
others:
• Hard to find buyers
• Can’t be passed on through the family
to the next generation
• Don’t want to walk away from what
they have built
• Legacy – don’t want to see business
suffer under someone else
• Love what they do.
If you want to scale back your hours but
retain your business, you’re going to
need to identify, motivate and build up the
next leader(s) – preferably someone who
can take the business to a higher level.
It’s not usually easy, but why should it be
easy when the reward is so great? You
will need to relinquish some control and if
you really get this right, you might need to
deal with your ego when your successor
takes the business beyond where it is
today.
pkf.com.au I
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Finding the right successor is becoming
more difficult in a time when workers are
more transient than ever before. Once
you identify a potential successor you
must ensure that your goals are aligned –
taking your business through succession

is a big exercise and not one that you
want to be starting again in two years if
you find that you’re not aligned. Once
aligned, you can build the road map
for a successful transition. In the early
days of the succession, one of the most
important things is to ensure that you
are doing all you can to promote the
right behaviours and outcomes from
your successor – this is usually done
through clear KPIs, effective bonus and
share schemes.
Having your successor working at
their absolute best is key to making
this a success and that requires strong

Your successor needs
to feel that you are on their
team and want them
to succeed.
motivation. Your successor needs to feel
that you are on their team and want them
to succeed. They need to believe that if
they hit their targets, the rewards will be
triggered. They need to feel respected.
They need to be not merely satisfied, but
motivated to achieve. Any leader looking
to get the best out of their successor
should research the following:
• Victor Vroom’s expectancy theory
• Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs

effort to get it right, but if the outcome
is you get to do whatever you want
whenever you want, doesn’t that make it
all worthwhile?
If your Future of Choice involves keeping
your business but working less, what are
you doing to make it a reality?
For further information
contact the Business Advisory
Services team in Sydney on
(02) 8346 6000 or Newcastle
on (02) 4962 2688.

Goals
Wealth

Education
and
Training

Risk
and
Compliance

• Frederick Herzberg’s
motivation-hygiene theory.
There needs to be give and take to make
this a success – it should be win-win.
Among the other facets that need to be
considered in order to achieve an effective
succession are roles and responsibilities,
expected outcomes, upskilling the
successor, governance etc. It does take

Family
Council

Estate
Planning

Business
Debt

Despite recent corrections the medium-term outlook for both the
Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) and National Stock Exchange (NSX)
continues to be positive. The long-term outlook remains strong and
both equity capital markets continue to provide a good opportunity
for companies to list.
Director I Andrew Jones

CORPORATE FINANCE

Growth Opportunities
Expected to
Remain Strong
in 2018

• Assisted Aviator Capital to raise funds
for its Hudson and Highpoint Funds.

We helped our clients on some notable
transactions:
• Lead adviser to Tech-Link on its
acquisition of Dexion, a $150m
turnover business, from GUD
Industries.

THE GENERAL CLIMATE FOR
INVESTMENT ACTIVITY HAS BEEN
STRONG IN AUSTRALIA. DEBT
AND EQUITY FUNDING IS READILY
AVAILABLE IN A WIDE VARIETY
OF FORMS FOR GOOD QUALITY
OPPORTUNITIES. WE ARE SEEING
STRONG INTEREST FROM PRIVATE
EQUITY FUNDS, FAMILY OFFICES AND
HIGH NET WEALTH PRIVATE CLIENTS
FOR INVESTMENTS IN A RANGE
OF SECTORS. CORPORATES ARE
INCREASINGLY PURSUING MERGERS
AND ACQUISITIONS TO ACHIEVE THEIR
GROWTH OBJECTIVES AND WE ARE
ALSO SEEING INCREASED ACTIVITY
FROM FOREIGN COMPANIES SEEKING
ACQUISITIONS IN AUSTRALIA.

Our Corporate Finance team has certainly
been kept busy by all this activity. We
completed engagements for a diverse
range of clients including Brookfield, Illion
(formerly Dun & Bradstreet), Rio Tinto,
Global Infrastructure Partners, Scentre and
Audinate.

• Assisting Plutora with their Capital
raising from Macquarie Group.
• Lead Adviser to Furnware on its
acquisition of Sebel Furniture.
• Independent Expert and Investigating
Accountant for the reverse takeover
of Freshtel by Field Solutions.
• Independent Expert for the Hastings
High Yield Fund proposed takeover.
• Independent Expert in relation to the
takeover, recapitalisation and re-listing
of Thorney Technologies Limited.
We also advised on some significant
deals in the Newcastle and Hunter
region including:
• Lead adviser on the sale of Towers
Transport, a $25m turnover business,
to Followmont Transport.
• Lead adviser to UGM on the
refinancing of its debt facilities.
• Lead adviser to Borg Industries on
its acquisition of Carter Holt Harvey’s
Particle Board production facilities,
including support with obtaining
ACCC approval for the deal.
• Vendor Due Diligence services to
Fitness Passport with respect to its
capital raising from The Growth Fund.

• Lead adviser in valuing the interests
in the Colterlec Group and
completing a national rollup.
• Lead adviser for the ACS Group
on the sale of their business to
Millennium Services Group as part
of Millennium IPO.
• Lead adviser in the sale of Sharp
Electronics Newcastle group. Whilst
acting for the owner in the sale of the
business we were able to provide
guidance to the management team
to facilitate an MBO.
We have established a new business
in Newcastle, PKF Corporate Finance
Newcastle, to focus on helping
businesses in Newcastle and the Hunter
Region achieve their growth objectives
through mergers and acquisitions,
accessing equity and debt capital as well
as advising on divestments and valuation
matters. This business will be lead locally
by Andrew Beattie and Simon Rutherford
with support from myself.
If you are considering growing your
business in 2018 through mergers
and acquisitions or by accessing
additional capital or perhaps a sale of
your business, please contact one of
our directors who can talk you through
the options in achieving your growth
objectives.
Contact the Corporate Finance
team in Sydney on (02) 8346 6000
or in Newcastle on (02) 4962 2688
today.
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Despite recent corrections the mediumterm outlook for both the Australian Stock
Exchange (ASX) and National Stock
Exchange (NSX) continues to be positive.
The long-term outlook remains strong and
both equity capital markets continue to
provide a good opportunity for companies
to list.

• Investigating Accountant for both of
Fat Prophet’s investment fund IPOs,
the Fat Prophets Global Contrarian
Fund and the Fat Prophets Global
Property Fund.

• Valuation of Steeline Group and
major founding shareholder interest
and subsequent negotiation of exit
position. We acted for one of the
founding families in what was a
strained family relationship.
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Offshore Outsourcing is not for everyone, but we have found it
an excellent option for meeting the demands of changing
technology and expectations. The opportunity for our team to
experience a different country and culture first hand is a bonus.
BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Bob Bell I Partner

Why We Outsource
PART OF THE MODERN WORLD
OF PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES IS OUTSOURCING,
THE USE OF AN EXTERNAL
ORGANISATION TO PERFORM
SOME BUSINESS FUNCTIONS.
IN ACCOUNTING THE USE OF
OFFSHORE OUTSOURCING
ENABLES US TO OFFER SERVICES
WHICH WE WOULD NOT
OTHERWISE BE ABLE TO PROVIDE.
This doesn’t mean we replace Australian
jobs with overseas jobs. Rather, we are
able to provide a more complete service
to clients not only because of the cost
differential, but also the time difference
which allows for more continuous
processing. It also brings a diversity of
skills to our service offering as our staff
based overseas have different education,
training and professional culture to those
who have worked primarily in Australia.
After some partially successful trials with
generic Offshoring we decided a few
years ago to establish our own business
in Hyderabad, India which is called
Formula Advisory. The Formula team
are allocated to specific PKF teams and
work under the direction of our Sydney
& Newcastle staff. This model creates

a relationship between the offices that
cannot be achieved with a generic model.
Part of ensuring these relationships are
nurtured and grown is for people from
our teams in Australia to visit Hyderabad
and work alongside their Formula coworkers. In November last year, Mitch
Stone, James Azzi, Madina Shagaeva
and Josie McEnally of our Sydney
Business Advisory Services Unit did
exactly that. We asked Madina and
Josie to give us their thoughts on the
visit and here they are:
“The journey commenced with a ‘short’
16-hour flight. On arrival we were greeted
with a friendly and very smiley “Hello and
welcome Ma’am!” by our local driver,
tour guide and companion ‘Gilly’ (so
named for his fondness of cricketer Adam
Gilchrist). As we emerged from the airport
our senses were almost overwhelmed
by the taste and smell of local traditional
dishes, the sound of the tuk tuks and car
horns, the humidity and the feeling of
excitement!
Having come this far it wasn’t going
to be all work and we were grateful
to have experienced the hospitality of
Formula CEO Michael O’Sullivan and
his wife Fiona, who made our stay most

comfortable. Highlights were a Sunday
brunch at the Westin, a trip to the opulent
Taj Falaknuma Palace, outings to historic
sites such as Charminar and Golkonda
Fort, and visiting local produce markets.
Although we enjoyed playing tourist and
seeing many wonderful Hyderabad sights,
work was the main focus and we found
the time spent with our Formula team
invaluable. Working side by side with them
gave us the opportunity for individual
training, an understanding of the way
processes are carried out, and the ability
to see how to make improvements in
efficiency and quality within our team.
We found that although technology
facilitates communication from half way
around the world, the advantages and
benefits of face-to-face engagements with
our Hyderabad team mates were limitless.
The team were welcoming, enthusiastic
and eager to share their culture. We too
remained quintessentially Australian by not
letting them forget who is the best at cricket!
Our trip to Hyderabad has significantly
improved our teamwork and internal
communication skills. We are incredibly
grateful to have had the opportunity
to travel to India and look forward to
implementing what we learned.”

pkf.com.au I
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Our trip to Hyderabad has
significantly improved our
teamwork and internal
communication skills.

Offshore Outsourcing is not for everyone,
but we have found it an excellent option
for meeting the demands of changing
technology and expectations. The
opportunity for our team to experience
a different country and culture first hand
is a bonus.
For further information
contact the Business Advisory
Services team in Sydney on
(02) 8346 6000 or Newcastle
on (02) 4962 2688.

Many companies use an outsourced whistleblower hotline that
provides an independent, fully resourced 24/7 service staffed
by experienced investigators who not only provide the right level
of support to the whistleblower, but also ensures that the right
questions are being asked and appropriate evidence is secured.
Martin Matthews I Partner AUDIT & ASSURANCE

&

Wayne Gilbert I Principal FORENSIC & RISK SERVICES

Enhanced Whistleblower
Protection – New Legislation
Looms in 2018
WHISTLEBLOWERS ARE ONE
OF THE MOST LIKELY MEANS
OF UNCOVERING FRAUDULENT
BEHAVIOUR, YET THE PERSONAL
COST ASSOCIATED WITH DOING
SO CANNOT BE UNDERESTIMATED.
There have been many examples of
whistleblowers here in Australia and
overseas who have paid a heavy price,
both personally and professionally,
in acting ethically and reporting
inappropriate behaviour.
Thankfully the Australian Government has
recognised these shortcomings and is
set to introduce reforms that will provide
confidence to whistleblowers that they
will be protected, especially if they are
victimised as a result of their actions.
The reforms, likely to apply from 1 July
2018, include:
• Expanding the categories of
whistleblowers qualifying for protection
to include ex-officers and exemployees and their relatives;
• The inclusion of companies, bank,
insurers, superannuation entities and
their trustees into the new regime to
ensure a more consistent approach
across the industry;
• Broadening the scope of conduct that
may be subject to protected disclosure;
• Permitting anonymous disclosures that
protect the identity of the whistleblower;
• Granting immunity in respect of the
information that the whistleblower may
provide;

• Requiring all public companies and
large proprietary companies to have a
whistleblower policy.

The last bullet point will have implications
for a significant number of companies,
who need assistance with the
development of a policy that adheres to
the new requirements.
From a corporate governance and
reputational perspective, an effective
whistleblower policy helps reinforce a
culture of transparency, honesty and
accountability within an organisation.
A well-defined whistleblower policy
is an effective means of ensuring
that employees, suppliers or other
stakeholders can be confident in coming
forward if they have witnessed something
suspicious or unethical.
An effective whistleblower policy will
define the types of improper conduct,
provide the whistleblower with information
as to their course of action and the
protections in place.
Many companies use an outsourced
whistleblower hotline that provides an
independent, fully resourced 24/7 service
staffed by experienced investigators who

not only provide the right level of support
to the whistleblower, but also ensures
that the right questions are being asked
and appropriate evidence is secured.
From an investigative perspective,
following an appropriate course of action
is critical as it has been estimated that
22% of whistleblowers lose lawsuits due
to a lack of compliance with the law.
The mandating of a whistleblower
policy for public and large proprietary
companies in 2018 will represent another
legislative obligation for larger companies
to comply with. Its introduction will
however no doubt serve to assist
Australian companies identify fraudulent
activity and unethical behaviour, which
will save corporate Australia more than
what it will cost.
For more information call on
(02) 9237 6561 today.
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• Expanding the protections and redress
for whistleblowers including access to
compensation in case of reprisal;

“...the Australian
Government is set to
introduce reforms that
will provide confidence
to whistleblowers that
they will be protected,
especially if they are
victimised as a result
of their actions.”
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Your Tomorrow Today will give you the opportunity
to learn from inspiring speakers, big thinkers
and people just like you, who’ve found the
key to business growth, emotional health and
personal and professional achievement. For more
information and to purchase your tickets today:
head to www.yourtomorrowtoday.com.au

Poor data quality is cited by so many businesses as the key reason
that they don’t try to extract more value from their data. But is poor
data quality really an impediment, or is it rather an indicator of a great
opportunity for the business? Is your data glass half-full or half-empty?
DATA ANALYTICS & BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Vaughn Campbell I Director

Poor Data Quality –
Impediment or Opportunity?
IT SEEMS THAT MANY BUSINESS
OWNERS AND MANAGERS
BELIEVE THAT TO BE USEFUL
AND VALUABLE, DATA MUST BE
PERFECT. THE REALITY IS THAT
ALL DATA IS IMPERFECT. THE
WORLD IS FILLED WITH IMPERFECT
DATA, JUST AS IT IS FILLED WITH
IMPERFECT PEOPLE. SO LET’S
GET REAL ABOUT DATA QUALITY.
IF THE IMPERFECTIONS ARE
SMALL AND INCIDENTAL, THEN
THEY WON’T MATERIALLY IMPACT
ON VALUE AND UTILITY. IF THE
IMPERFECTIONS ARE SIGNIFICANT
AND THE DATA IS OF SUCH POOR
QUALITY AS TO BE COMPLETELY
USELESS THEN WHY IS THE
BUSINESS WASTING TIME AND
MONEY TO CAPTURE, STORE AND
MANAGE IT AT ALL? WHY WOULD
YOU KNOWINGLY CONTINUE TO
CREATE AND STORE RUBBISH
DATA IN YOUR BUSINESS?

Imperfect data is not useless data,
rather it presents a significant
opportunity. In many cases the
root cause of poor data quality is
manual data capture or process
elements performed by humans.
This will be costing your business in
terms of additional resources and
lost productivity, not to mention the
significant consequences from impaired
strategic and operational decisionmaking.

A Big Opportunity
Rather than viewing poor data quality
as the impediment that is holding your
business back, it is a very powerful
indicator of a big opportunity to create
value in the business. In understanding
the source of the data quality
issue, we’ll identify redundancy and
inefficiency in certain processes that

can be improved, automated or removed
in order to both resolve the data quality
issue, but more importantly to make real
improvements to assist the business
operate more effectively and profitably.
In today’s challenging and competitive
business environment, your data can
be a source of significant competitive
advantage. Do you see the full opportunity
in your data or is your data glass halfempty?
Speak to your PKF Business Adviser
today to see how we can help you achieve
your objectives by leveraging your data
opportunities.
How to ensure you can access the
value available in your data:
• D
 evelop a simple and effective data
strategy
• Implement strong data governance
protocols
• A
 utomate data capture seamlessly into
the core process and remove manual
human inputs
• E
 nsure input controls exist in any manual
human inputs
• T
 rain system users well and continuously
to ensure consistency
• U
 ndertake periodic reviews of key
data sets to identify improvement
opportunities.

Contact your PKF adviser today to
discuss how a data strategy can help
drive your business forward.
pkf.com.au I
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The old adage that which grows slowly endures – that which grows
quickly withers and dies can haunt the investor who buys into a
‘popular’ asset looking for a quick gain.
Director I Craig Sawyer

PKF WEALTH

Investing Versus Speculating
GLOBAL SHARES BEGAN THE YEAR
ON FIRE WITH STOCK MARKETS
‘MELTING UP’! IN THE FIRST FOUR
WEEKS OF THE YEAR THE GLOBAL
INDEX GAINED ALMOST 5% WITH
THE UK STOCK MARKET GAINING
NEARLY 9%, SHANGHAI 7% AND
THE US 6%. ALL IN LESS THAN A
MONTH. THEN OVER THE SPACE
OF TWO WEEKS THE UK LOST 7%,
SHANGHAI 12%, THE US 8% AND
ALL OF THOSE GAINS WERE GONE.
INVESTOR OVER CONFIDENCE
HAD WASHED AWAY AND WAS
REPLACED WITH INDECISION.
THESE WILD GYRATIONS OF THE
MARKET IN THIS SHORT PERIOD OF
TIME PROVIDES US WITH A GOOD
OPPORTUNITY TO CONSIDER THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INVESTING
AND SPECULATING.
Using stocks as an example, what do
we look for in a stock?
We look for growth in the share price
and distribution of income which
combined give us a return on our
investment. The longer this continues
the more our wealth will grow.
There are over 3,000 listed stocks
and 3,500 managed funds available in
Australia. With such a vast universe of
options to pick from how do we select
what is more likely to give us the return
we want consistently?
This is where the two approaches
to stock selection – investing versus
speculating – can bring vastly different
results over the longer term.

•

 strong competitive advantage –
A
examples include the company’s size
and the cost advantages associated
with their size, commercialisation
of intellectual property or being in a
monopoly or duopoly position e.g.
CSL

•

R
 ecurring, predictable earnings –
provides for income over a 3 – 5
year period which then enables
planning for capital expenditure, debt
reduction or market growth
C
 apable management – with
a history of managing costs,
promoting credibility and honesty
and consistency in decision making
which promotes stability

Analysing these attributes to evaluate
the company against competitors in
the market can enable a smart investor
to accurately predict how income and
future market value will be generated.
This methodical approach reduces the
risk in the investment, provides an exit
point by indicating when a stock is over
– or under-performing, and can give
confidence to retain the stock over the
longer term. This is what investing is
all about.
The alternate approach is to speculate.
Speculating is the search for short
term gains or ‘out performance’ and
accepting the increased risk that comes
with it. Characteristics of speculating
include:
• Relying less on academic tools
and measurements while following
market trends, the 24 hour news
cycle, jumping on that ‘sure thing’
mentioned at a Sunday BBQ or
buying a stock that worked before
because its price ‘has to go up’.

• The risks of buying high or selling low
are overlooked for short term price
movements.
Risk is increased as the short-term
effects of external factors is heightened.
Think of inflation figures released
overnight in a foreign market, or
currency movements following an off
the cuff comment by a foreign president
– both of which can result in a sharp
decrease in a stock’s value from one day
to the next.
The old adage that which grows slowly
endures – that which grows quickly
withers and dies can haunt the investor
who buys into a ‘popular’ asset looking
for a quick gain.
So while both investing and speculating
have a place in the market, speculating
is a high risk method that doesn’t
guarantee you will achieve your long
term wealth creation goals. Investing,
while not as ‘sexy’ as speculation (when
it comes off), provides a methodical
approach to put you on the path to
achieving your goals of providing for a
better future. Your future of choice.
So while the market volatility that we are
experiencing is a good reminder about
the risks that come with speculating,
the virtues of investing hold true through
calm and volatile times.
If you wish to discuss further
contact the PKF Wealth team in
Newcastle on (02) 4962 2688.

• Stock price movements outweigh
business fundamentals in stock
selection.

pkf.com.au I

Investing involves implementing a
strategy that will provide for growth
and income over an extended period.
Three qualities that indicate a stock is
more likely to achieve continued growth
in price and payment of dividends,
regardless of the asset class or the
industry, are:

•
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PARTNER, BUSINESS RECOVERY & INSOLVENCY

Q W hat was your first job?
A C onsole Operator at a Shell Service Station.
Q If you could have dinner with one person,
dead or alive, who would it be and where
would you take them?

A M y wife Megan of course! We would love to

return to St Andrews in Scotland where we were
married 15 years ago and the choice of cuisine
would be Indian.

Q If you were down to your last $50, what

Sydney
T. 02 8346 6000

would you spend it on?

A W ith five children, it always feels like I’m down

Melbourne
T. 03 9679 2222

to my last $50 and I’m sure my kids would have
a say in how I spent it. Taking them all for a
milkshake is always nice.

Q W hat do you love most about your job?
A M ost people consider bankruptcy & insolvency

in a negative context but it is a challenging field
where my role mostly involves helping people out
of tough situations, which can be inspiring.

Contact Us

Take 5 with...
Simon Thorn

Q F inish this sentence – If I wasn’t a BRI

Brisbane
T. 07 3839 9733

Partner, I would be…?

Perth PKF Lawler
T. 08 9426 0666

travel and experience new people, places
and culture.

Perth PKF Mack
T. 08 9426 8999

A A travel writer for Lonely Planet as I love to

Tax Diary
APRIL 2018

21

Due date for lodgement and payment of March monthly BAS and IAS.

28

Due date for March quarter Activity Statement - paper lodgements or varied instalment amounts.

28

Due date for March quarter Superannuation contributions.

30

Last day to lodge an R&D Tax Incentive registration application with AusIndustry for the year
ending 30 June 2017.

MAY 2018

15

Due date for 2017 income tax returns for all entities that did not have to lodge earlier and are not
eligible for the 5 June 2018 concessional lodgement date.

21

Due date for lodgement and payment of April monthly BAS and IAS.

21

Final date for appointing a tax agent for FBT in order to receive concessional lodgement date.
Due date for lodgement of FBT returns and payment of FBT if not covered under a tax agent
lodgement program.

28

Due date for March quarter Activity Statement -electronic lodgement.

05
21

2017 income tax returns for all entities where eligible for the June concession.

30

2018 FBT annual return – lodgement due date for tax agents if lodging electronically.

30

Last day for superannuation contributions to be paid in order to qualify for a tax deduction in the
2017-18 financial year.

30

Last day of 2017-18 financial year.

Adelaide
T. 08 8373 5588
Gold Coast
T. 07 5553 1000
Newcastle
T. 02 4962 2688
Canberra
T. 02 6257 7500
Hobart
T. 03 6231 9233
Rockhampton
T. 07 4927 2744
Tamworth
T. 02 6768 4500
Walcha
T. 02 6777 2377

JUNE 2018
Due date for lodgement and payment of May monthly BAS and IAS.

PKF Sydney and Newcastle is a member firm of the PKF International Limited family of legally independent firms and does not
accept any responsibility or liability for the actions or inactions of any individual member or correspondent firm or firms.

FIND US ON

